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Letter from the Editor
It’s that time of year again. No, not Christmas, we all
know about that. I am referring to December, JTC
Running’s most active annual moment. How’s that?
Well, we kick it off with one of our most unusual events,
the Guana Back to Nature Trail Runs. I hope you were
there. If you weren’t, by the time you are reading this
it is too late. The event was held on Sunday, December
3rd and it all went great. (But how would I know? I
am writing this on November 15. Yet, thanks to race
director Mark Ryan, I am sure that it did.)
Our Guana event is a triple whammy of onlys. The 50k
is our only ultra race, the 2x25k is our only distance
team race, and the 12k is, well … our only 12k. These
three races are all off-road; true trail runs. Of course,
our Summer and Winter Beach Runs could also be
considered off-road races, as can our cross-country
classic, The Last Gasp.
Shortly after Guana we go straight into our annual club
Christmas party. This freebie, yes, I said “freebie,” will
be staged at the 1st Place Sports store in San Marco
square on Saturday night, December 9, at 6:30. This is
quite the gala event of the year. All club members are
invited to attend, they could even bring a friend (but not
too many friends). There is food and drink and a jolly
good time. And don’t forget, it’s free.
To finish off this non-stop month, on Saturday,
December 30th we stage The Last Gasp cross-country
race. I should say races, for it is actually two races, a
5k and a free kids 1-mile cross-country fun run. Fun?
You talk about fun? The whole thing is fun, both races,
and the raucous post-race party held inside the Francis
Kinne Center on Jacksonville University’s campus. If
you sign up for the 5k you will get a custom sweatshirt,
a super low entry fee, a great race, a whale of a postrace party, and maybe even an award, if you win one.
Oh, that entry fee. Do not wait until race day or you will
not get the super low entry fee. Enter online or with the
paper entry form within this issue and do it soon. Being
a club member is a big plus when it comes to this event.
So, don’t hesitate, enter now and take advantage of an
entry fee that looks like it is right out of the 1970s, just
like the race.
Here is a JTC Running related trivia question for you:
Who are the three longest-term race directors in our
club’s history? Give up? The answer is, Doug Alred,
Lamar Strother and Herb Taskett. Doug, I believe is
coming up for 36 times as director of the jewel in our
crown, the Gate River Run; Lamar founded our annual
track meet series and was the meet director for 32

years in a row. Hmm, in fact, if you figure that there
were probably five track meets every summer and gave
Lamar credit for each one then he would be first by a
landslide – 32x5=160. I never thought of it that way
until now. Wow, Lamar!
Herb Taskett will have directed The Last Gasp 30 times
this year, an impressive tally. But who is this guy, Herb
Taskett? Well, you’re about to find out thanks to my
expose in this issue entitled– All You Ever Wanted To
Know About Herb Taskett (but were afraid to ask).
Have no fear, it’s just another installment of my ongoing
column, Returning the Favor. I understand that my
Pulitzer for Returning the Favor is in the mail. I can
hardly wait.
People have their idols and heroes, it’s only natural.
Runners have them too. I had an idol worshiping thing
going for Seb Coe and Steve Ovett back in the day and
who didn’t love Steve Prefontaine? Julie Stackhouse has
always admired Shalane Flanagan, even more so now
that she has won the New York Marathon. Her engaging
story, 26.2 Reasons to Love Shalane, is a wonderful read
that I know you will enjoy.
Shalane and Julie are both big on nutrition, and for
good reason. Our new contributor, Jon Vredenburg, is
not only a fine writer but a certified nutritionist. You’ll
find his latest article, Nutrition in the Long Run very
informative. He has even revealed a secret recipe just
for you.
From the pen of the talented Jay Birmingham, comes
another historical masterpiece. Jay recollects the
beginnings of our local ultra runs. He should know
it because he was behind all of them. Yep, Jay not
only knows the history, he created it. It’s fascinating;
just imagine running 40 miles from St. Augustine to
downtown Jacksonville with virtually no traffic.
Is club member Len Ferman a runner or a juggler?
Could it be that he is both and, incredibly, both at
the same time?! If it is true, then how does he do it?
And what’s a “Joggler?” Our science wiz, Jeff Wight,
attempts to untangle the mystery.
Time now to wish all our members a wonderful, happy
Christmas and New Year. May this holiday season and
2018 be everything that you ever hoped it would be.
Fight the good fight and keep up the good work.
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President's Letter

Greetings!
Have you ever found yourself thinking that most of
the local race routes cover the same territory over
and over again? And wished for something a little bit
different? Well, I have. So, last month I did something
about it by entering the Springfield Porchfest 5k. The
race started and finished in Klutho Park, Springfield
and wound its way over brick streets through that
delightful neighborhood. The musicians playing on the
porches of the stately homes were an added plus -- all
in all, a refreshing break from office parks and vehiclefilled boulevards! If you have yet to do an event in
Springfield, I strongly suggest you try one. Coming up
is the Run Santa Run 5k at Klutho Park on Dec. 22
(registration at 1stPlaceSports.com). There is also a
Thursday evening running group that starts/ends at
Hyperion Brewing at 8th and Main in Springfield at
6:30 pm. This run offers various routes and distances
through Springfield for both runners and walkers. It’s
a fun group!
Of course JTC Running is the local leader in off streets
running events, with the Guana Trails Races Dec. 3,
the Last Gasp Cross Country 5k at JU on Dec. 30, and
the Winter Beach Run, 5 or 10 miles, on Jan. 21. Don’t
miss them!
There are two member socials in December, the
first on the 9th at 1st Place Sports San Marco store
after the Festival of Lights 5k and the second at

Jacksonville University’s Kinne Center after the Last
Gasp Race on the 30th. Both are great fun and a
nice way to enjoy the holiday season with fellow JTC
Running members.
As we run, walk, or bike around the city the danger
posed by speeding traffic isn’t getting any better.
Everyone seems to be in a rush to get somewhere
while ignoring speed limits and pedestrians and
cyclists in their haste. I think about this a lot and
recently had a brainstorm of an idea how I could make
an impact on the problem. All without action by City
Hall or the police department! So starting a few weeks
ago, I put my plan into action. Ready to hear it? I
started driving no faster than the speed limit on city
streets! Where the sign says 40 mph I drove 40, not
50. Where the posted limit is 45, San Jose Boulevard
for example, I went 45, not 55 or 60. This was not
easy. I had to concentrate to do it, overcoming the
urge push the pedal down. But the result is at least
a bit of traffic calming and more time to focus on
giving adequate room to cyclists and others using the
road. I’ve actually yielded to others on occasion! The
only significant difference in my transit time is that
I arrived calmer and with a smile on my face. And
I’m guessing that if more of us took this approach we
could reach a critical mass that would have a positive
impact on traffic in Jacksonville. Give it a try!
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Nutrition in the Long Run

Running season has officially hit full stride. As
you reassess your sneakers and running gear, it
is also time to review some nutrition tips to help
keep your performance where it needs to be. We
all enjoy the sense of accomplishment that comes
from finishing a long run. I know for me, I just try to
keep matching my personal best of not collapsing.
However, a careful review of the body’s metabolism
will help you understand your best nutritional
approach.
First of all, the body is always burning calories
to help our vital organs function and to maintain
our body temperature. Approximately 70% of
the calories we burn each day are accounted for
by this basal metabolism. Secondly, when we eat
we also burn a small amount of calories through
the digestion and absorption of the nutrients we
consume. Lastly, when muscles are activated they
are using stored energy to generate power. This
activity typically accounts for 30% of our daily
calorie burn, but it can be much higher if we are
logging several miles each week.
The greater the intensity of the activity, the larger
the calorie burn. For example, a 155 pound person
who runs a 7-minute mile pace, will burn close to
1000 calories in an hour, but at an 8-minute mile
pace that same person burns about 875 calories
per hour. Carbohydrate availability can be a
limiting factor for runners. Although we typically
have 70,000 calories or more stored as fat in our
bodies, we only have about 1,800 calories stored
as carbohydrate, in the form of glycogen. Once
this is depleted, we lose the ability to generate
energy from fat at a pace adequate enough to fuel
exercise. During exercise, the body burns fat in a
carbohydrate flame. If you can imagine your body
as a gigantic candle, the amount of calories you have
stored as fat would be represented by the wax, and
the amount of calories available as carbohydrate
would be represented by the wick. It is not possible
to burn that candle without the wick. During longer
bouts of activity, carbohydrate helps keep the candle

burning and helps you train at a higher intensity.
This is the reason small amounts of carbohydrate
food, like gels or dates, can help you keep a good
running pace. It is best to use these products
conservatively though, rather than trying to
furiously eat your way to the finish line only to find
yourself in a porta potty instead. Experiment during
your longer training runs to find out the smallest
amount of fuel you can use while still maintaining
a favorable race pace. Practice makes perfect in the
world of eating too.
Nutty Honey Power Balls		
As the weather gets colder, real food options like
date balls may hold up better and not crack your
teeth, like a nearly frozen energy bar.
Ingredients:
2 cups rolled oats
1/2 cup honey
1/2 cup creamy peanut butter
1/4 cup shredded unsweetened coconut
1/8 cup chia seeds
1/4 cup pitted dates
1/2 cup mini chocolate chips

Directions:
1. Place 1 cup oats, honey, peanut butter and coconut
into a large mixing bowl and set aside.
2. Place dates, 1 cup oats, and chia seeds in a food
processor. Pulse until everything is finely chopped
and then add to that large mixing bowl.
3. Add chocolate chips and stir until mixed.
4. Place in refrigerator for at least 30 minutes.
5. Remove from refrigerator and scoop by heaping
teaspoonful into hands and roll into balls/small
bites.
6. Place bites in air tight container and store in
refrigerator for up 3 weeks.
Makes about 24-36 date balls
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26.2 Reasons to Love Shalane
I can still recall the first time I saw Shalane
Flanagan race. It was an unusually warm/
humid day for November in Greenville, S.C., and
the stage was set for the 2001 NCAA Division
I Cross Country National Championships at
my alma mater, Furman University. I was a
graduate student in the Kinesiology department
at the time and Furman’s assistant track and
cross-country coach. One of my duties that
day besides clearing the course of half-naked
and war-painted “crazies,” (skinny college
runners donning only their pride and a school
flag), who’d camped out overnight on the golf
course to have the best vantage point of the
start line, was to ride in the lead Gator. I had
the responsibility to radio updates back to the
announcers at the finish line as well as alert
any casualties along the course to our sports
medicine department, of which there were many
that day. Shalane was a fiery sophomore at
the time, and I watched her pummel the other
nationally ranked athletes as though they were
junior high novices on her elite playing field.
With only a half mile to go, she came to a dead
stop. I watched in disbelief trying to assess if it
was an urgent medical issue. She started walking
up the final hill as I urged her on silently with
every cell in my body, watching the sharks close
to striking distance, then engulf her. She went
from leading the national championships by a
sizeable margin to finishing in the middle of the
pack that day, a national title slipping from her
grip in the final few minutes.
I’ve followed her career throughout her time
at UNC and from the birth of her professional
career in 2004. I was lucky enough to be in
London in 2012 with the throngs of sports
enthusiasts cheering Shalane and our other
U.S. gladiators along. Along with many others
I yelled at the TV rooting her on in Boston in
2014 as she finished a strong but disappointing
fourth place since she set out to win that one
5 The Starting Line November/December 2017

in her hometown. You can imagine how I
screamed like a Wellesley College girl in the
Boston scream tunnel, watching a live stream as
she set the streets of the city that never sleeps
on fire, merely a few weeks ago. I’ve watched
and rewatched her finish line expletives and fist
pumps until tears were welled up in my eyes and
I almost wanted to bolt out the door and run
26.2 miles. Almost.
Here are a few words I’ve heard used to
describe Shalane and her racing style: talented,
winner, leader, brave, clean athlete, relentless,
role model, possesses a “ruthless adherence
to goals” and my favorite, “unapologetically
competitive.” Her mom described her as

The Starting Line / Written by Julie Stackhouse

26.2 Reasons to Love Shalane
inherently competitive in every possible thing
from a very young age. I had an opportunity to
witness a few of these qualities and more when
I was fortunate to get to hang with her in the
VIP tent and lobster bake following the Beach
2 Beacon 10k this past summer. We talked a
little about the race, some on the topic of our
mutual hero, Joan Benoit, but mostly about
her new cookbook coming out next fall, which
I was a gluttonous taste-tester for, Run Fast,
Cook Fast, Eat Slow (the sequel to Run Fast,
Eat Slow, which is an absolute must-have for
you or the runners on your nice list this year).
It helped transform my running and can do the
same for you.
I write these things about Shalane because
for these reasons and more she is my hero,
too. Being the first American female to win

the NYC marathon in 40 years, doing so in
such a smart, bold, confident and honest way,
literally breaking her back and being forced to
withdraw from her beloved Boston last spring
and coming back 8 months later to dominate
such a legendary race. She’ll be talked about
for years to come and has cemented her page
in the history books. An athlete can train his/
her entire life for that one epic race where it all
comes together. She didn’t give up when things
got tough, she’s turned several disappointments
into fuel for her next victory, and continues
to be an ambassador for the greatest lifelong
sport on earth. Anyone can do it, you literally
just need a pair of shoes and heart. So, channel
your inner Shalane this holiday season and let’s
see what we can accomplish together in 2018!

About the Author:
Julie Stackhouse, passionate runner, USATF
certified coach, fitness enthusiast and owner
of Stackhouse Fitness (www.getstackednow.
com) enjoys competing and training others to
compete at their best. She believes the greatest
gift you can give yourself or someone else is
the gift of good health, and is committed to
helping others do just that, one step and one
day at a time. She aims to lead by example,
and encourages an approach to running and
fitness that is safe, progressive and relatable
to an individual’s life demands and unique
considerations. Ask how you can
GET STACK’ed NOW!
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Returning the Favor, Herb Taskett
Thirty years and counting, that is how long club
member Herb Taskett has been race directing JTC
Running’s annual cross-country race, The Last
Gasp. This year’s 5k and 1-mile event takes place at
the Jacksonville University campus on Saturday,
Dec. 30th. It is obvious that Taskett loves the race
and is very dedicated to it. During all those years, he
has never been paid a dime for his services and, in
fact, must have spent quite a lot of his own money
for incidental expenses. His contributions to the
club go back almost to the time he first joined it.
He also gave decades of his life to coaching high
schoolers in track and cross-country. Herb Taskett
is certainly a man who is returning the favor.

at the University of Central Florida working on a
master’s degree. From the University of Florida, I
received a specialist in education degree and later
got a doctorate from the University of Sarasota. In
the late 1960s and most of the 1970s I never ran. I
didn’t run until I moved to Jacksonville in 1978.

Bob Fernee: Let’s go all the way back. How did
you get involved in running?

BF: Most people know you as the race director of
JTC Running’s The Last Gasp cross-country race.
How did that come about?

Herb Taskett: I started in high school, the ninth
grade. I didn’t make the baseball team, so a friend
and I went out for track. I was the second person in
the history of the school to make it to the state meet.
I did the 180-yard low hurdles. I did the hurdles
until the 12th grade when the coach put me on a
relay team, it was a 4-by-1-mile. I ran the third leg
and ran a 4:26 mile.
BF: Did you ever run a faster mile?
HT: Nope, that was it, 4:26. When I was 46 yearsold I ran a 4:50 mile. On the same night I ran a 2:13
half-mile, at Bolles.
Editor’s note: That would have been the
Jacksonville Track Club Summer Track Meet
Series, directed by Lamar Strother, in 1994.
BF: Where are you from originally?
HT: Way up in northern New York state about 30
miles from the Canadian border, I went to Oswego
High School on Lake Ontario. I graduated in 1967.
I didn’t get into college, I joined the Naval Reserve.
I did one year reserve, two years active duty and
then another two years reserve. When it was over,
I used the GI Bill to go to college. I went to St.
Petersburg Junior College, then did two years at the
University of South Florida, did one and a half years
7 The Starting Line
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BF: When did you join the track club?
HT: 1978. I think I got on the club’s board of
directors in 1988 or 1989. I was on the board for
nine years and was the club president for three
years and three years vice president. The meetings
were all held at Lamar Strother’s house in those
days.

HT: Bob Fernee (editor’s note: yes, that’s me)
began the race in 1977 and directed it along with his
dad, Norman, for the first 11 years until 1988.
Editor’s note: I turned over the race to the
Jacksonville Track Club in 1988. I was worried what
would become of it and was relieved when board
member Herb Taskett agreed during one of the
meetings to take it on as race director. I wondered
how long he might continue to do it and if the race
would survive. He is still managing it 30 years later.
BF: Do you enjoy race directing? What do you get
out of it?
HT: What I really enjoy about directing The Last
Gasp is the camaraderie and the people who come
out for it. Every year when we do The Last Gasp
it’s like a reunion. It’s like a big family and we have
a lot of fun. I must make at least 10 trips up to
Jacksonville University for one reason or another
from where I live in Atlantic Beach, but I don’t
mind. It’s worth it.
BF: Tell us about your coaching; you’ve done a lot
of that too, haven’t you?
HT: I coached high school track and cross-country
for 30 years in the Duval County public school
system. I was 15 years at Ed White High School, 14
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Returning the Favor, Herb Taskett
years at Sandalwood and one year at Fletcher. After
I retired, four years ago, I helped coach [Ron] Grigg
at JU for one year. I love retirement, every day is a
Saturday.

they give medals for all the races. There is still that
core who show up for The Last Gasp who like to run
cross-country; get into nature, get away from the
cars, the fumes.

BF: Do you think that there is much of a future
for cross-country in public schools in this area,
especially Duval county?

BF: So, you think that there is a future for public,
adult, cross-country races in our area?

HT: There are a number of coaches in Duval
County, and the surrounding counties, also
statewide, that really enjoy cross-country and they
like doing it. Unfortunately, there are some coaches
who coach basketball, for example, who collect the
money for being the cross-country coach, just so
they can coach basketball all year long. Maybe I
shouldn’t say that, but that’s just the way it is.
BF: Do you think that there will still be crosscountry in Duval County public schools in say, 10
years?
HT: As long as there are coaches who want to do it
and like doing it and as long as there are girls who
want to do it, because of the gender-equity thing,
then we will have it.
BF: Why do you think there are a lot of adults who
don’t participate in cross-country?
HT: I think what happens is there are a lot of
people who don’t go for running on uneven terrain.
They like to put on their headphones and just run
down the road, they can even talk to people on their
cellphones at the same time. When you run crosscountry you are really getting back to nature and
you have to concentrate on the course. You can’t
have your cellphone with you and think you’re going
to run a cross-country course. Also, people might
be disappointed in their (finish) times, because you
can’t run as fast off-road as you can on.
BF: Although many people don’t seem interested in
their times these days, do they?
HT: No, they’re not, they are more interested
in medallions. Get that medal around your neck
-- instant gratification -- used to be only for
marathons, but now to keep race attendances up

HT: As far as cross-country goes, if you have a
race director and a course there will be people to
run cross-country. You must keep the entry fees
at a reasonable level; don’t expect big races, they
will always be smaller events. I think that core will
always be there.
BF: At The Last Gasp this year, what can people
look forward to?
HT: Better food, definitely better food; but it’s not
about what you receive and it’s not about what you
pay. It’s about the reunion, it’s about the people you
don’t see throughout the year and catching up with
them.
BF: Is cross-country your favorite form of running?
HT: Most definitely. I think that when you run offroad there is less chance of you being injured.
BF: I know your race career is probably in its
“twilight” now, but what are your favorite race
distances?
HT: My No. 1 favorite race is the 1-mile race. I have
run 81 of them competitively.
BF: What about on the roads? Were you a fan of
the 5k, 10k, 10-mile?
HT: The 5k; I’ve kept track and I have run over 400
5ks.
BF: Have any favorite races?
HT: There is a cross-country race in Millen, Ga.,
that I like a lot. I love the Guana race, I really like
the Guana course. Probably the best race I’ve ever
run was the Run for the Pies race when it was
behind (Baymeadows) 1st Place Sports.
BF: You were never a marathoner, but you ran one
once, didn’t you?
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Returning the Favor, Herb Taskett
HT: In 1994, I ran the very first Disney Marathon.
I was 46-years-old and my goal was to run under
three hours and I ran a 2:57:19. I never wanted to
do another one and, of course, I didn’t want to ruin
my “string” of sub 3-hour marathons!
BF: Your best time at the Gate River Run?
HT: 55:05; 1984 I think.
BF: Do you think that running in this area will
change or will it go on as it is?
HT: I think that Jacksonville has a core of people
that are interested in and involved in physical
fitness. They see the benefits of not just running but
any sort of athletic activity. There is a group that
wants to be physically fit and that is not going to
change, it is always going to be there.
BF: Will the track clubs, like ours and the Florida
Striders, be able to continue with largely volunteers
or do you think in the future we will need to turn to
hiring people, paid employees?
HT: I think that when Doug and Jane Alred retire
from the board and give up 1st Place Sports you are
going to see a big downturn in local racing. Things
will start dropping off. I am not sure if it will be in
the attendances or in the number of races being
produced. They have done such a wonderful job
and in the community, too, and I have not seen
anyone that can come in and do they job that they
have done. If they get off the board (of directors) I

wouldn’t be surprised if the board ceases to exist.
BF: What do you hate most about getting older?
HT: I hate that the body parts aren’t working
as well as they used to. In fact, due to the lack of
cartilage left in my knees I will soon be undergoing
stem cell treatment. By using the existing cartilage,
they will insert stem cells into my knees and,
hopefully, new cartilage will grow, and my knees
will be rejuvenated. The success rate is said to be
about 80% so I am keeping my fingers crossed.
Right now, I can’t run at all.
BF: Your running life, looking back, what would
you do differently if you could do it all over again?
HT: I would have kept running in my 20s and
trained harder while I was young to see what I
might have been able to really do.
BF: What does our club do well?
HT: I think that the summer running camp
scholarship program is fantastic. Putting on the free
track meets every year is also really great. All the
club’s races are excellent.
BF: What does JTC Running need to do in the
future?
HT: I think that the club just needs to stay focused
on running. Originally, the whole idea of the
club was to promote and develop running in our
community. The club shouldn’t get sidetracked on
other things.

Upcoming Events
Ring a Ding Ding!
JTC Running’s Annual Christmas Party
Saturday, December 9, 6:30 pm
Meet Your Friends & Meet New Friends!
Free Food & Beverages
1st Place Sports Store, San Marco
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41st ANNUAL THE LAST GASP
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 2017

Entry Fees until 12/28: JTC Running members online $5. Members paper entry fee, $7. Nonmembers online, $20; paper $25. Day of Race entry fee $30 (for members and non- members).
Non-member fee includes one year membership in JTC Running, a $20 value. Enter online at
JTC Running.com or use entry form below.
Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
Team (if any)______________ Sweatshirt size __ Email address __________________
Sex: M__ F__
Age (on race day) _____
City__________________ State ____ Zip _______
Phone___________ Circle amount enclosed: $7 (member) $25 (non-member)
Checks to: JTC Running, send to PO Box 24667, Jacksonville, FL 32241
WAIVER OF LIABILITY
ACKNOWLEDEMENT: I am voluntarily entering or agreeing to be a volunteer at JTC Running's Last Gasp Race. I understand
that my participation in the event is a physically demanding and can be a potentially hazardous activity, which could cause injury
or death. I agree to not enter and participate unless I am medically able and properly trained, and by my signature, I certify that I
am medically able to perform Event, am in good health, and am properly trained. I assume all risks associated with my participant
in Event, including but not limited to: falls, contact with other participants, the effects of the weather, including high heat and /
or humidity, all such risks being known and appreciated by me. I also understand that if a meet is canceled, rescheduled or details
are changed for any reason beyond the control of race management that I hereby waive and release any claims against Event and
it’s organizers that I may have as a results of any such changes and that my entry fee will not be refunded. I understand that if I
cannot participate in Event, i.e. injury, family emergency, etc., that I will not receive a refund.
AUTHORIZATION: I agree to abide by any decision of Event’s officials relative to any aspect of my participation in Event,
including the right of any Event official to deny or suspend my participation for any reason whatsoever I grant permission for
Event's organizers to take pictures of me during Event and agree for Event to use any photos of me that may be taken during my
participation. I grant permission to publish my name in the results of Event. I also grant permission for Event's organizers to
use my email address to communicate with me concerning other upcoming events and specifically, instructions for Event. I will
abide by these guidelines. GUARDIAN’S PERMISSION AND RELEASE FOR MINOR: If I am or will be applying for my child to
participate in, or be a volunteer at, the Event, I represent and warrant that I am the parent or legal guardian of the child and, as
such, consent to my child’s participation in Event and I agree that the terms of this Waiver Releases, and Authorizations apply
equally to my child and me and any claims I or my child may have in connection with Event. I also waive any derivative claims
that relate to or arise out of my child’s participation in Event.
AGREEMENT: Having read the waiver including the acknowledgement, authorization and permission and knowing these facts
and in consideration of your accepting my entry, I, for myself and anyone entitled to act on my behalf, waive and release JTC
Running, Inc., Jacksonville University, any other Organizers of Event, all charitable beneficiaries of Event, all sponsors of Event,
and their licensees, sponsors, employees, official, volunteers, including medical volunteers, and other representatives, agents, and
successors of each of the foregoing, from present and future claims or liabilities of any kind arising out of my participation in this
event, even though that liability may arise out of negligence or carelessness on the part of the persons or organizations named in
this waiver.
Participant or Parent’s signature (if under age 18) __________________________________________ Date ________
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Jacksonville's First Ultras

Just prior to my family’s move from Ohio to
Florida in 1973, I raced in the JFK 50-miler in
Hagerstown, Maryland It was 5 1/2 years before I
raced another, the Space Coast 50 km Beach Run
in Cocoa Beach, Dec. 30, 1978. The next day I
raced the Last Gasp.
Phidippides Running Center had been open for
less than a year, and we decided to host our own
ultramarathon. Considering 50 km too much
like a marathon to be a true endurance test, we
(Rodney Smith, Bob Fernee and I) decided on
a race from the old north gates of St. Augustine
to Friendship park fountain in Jacksonville—40
miles.
On Feb. 11, 1979, the Phidippides 40 Mile Run
drew a field of 36 runners. Twenty-eight of the 31
finishers were from the Greater Jacksonville area.
The course ran straight north up U.S. 1 to Race
Track Road, west to Julington Creek Road, then
northerly on Mandarin Road, Scott Mill Road, and
Beauclerc Road to San Jose Boulevard. It was then
a straight shot to downtown and the fountain.
Runners provided their own support vehicles.
***			

***			

***

Barry Sales, 36, won that first race in the stellar
time of 4:42:56, 10 minutes, 34 seconds clear
of Frank Jones. Sales, a hospital administrator
and 2:40 marathoner, credited cool weather and
recent hill training for his comfortable win.
On Feb. 10, 1980, the Phidippides 40 was held
again. This time, the route avoided busy (and
dangerous) U.S. 1 in favor of starting in Palm
Valley, running west on then-minor backroads to
Race Track Road, and the same course as in ’79 to
the finish.
The Palm Valley to Jacksonville race was held
again in 1981 and 1982, then one final time, Feb.
12, 1989.
A few issues of Starting Line ago, we reported on
a pair of 24-Hour Relays that were held in those
early years of the Jacksonville Track Club.
Having heard of individual 24-hour runs on the
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track, I decided to host one at Episcopal High
School, where I was track coach from 1979-1985.
The first was held Jan. 24-25, 1981. The day was
cold, the night more so, and at 2 a.m., Randy
Barnett and I decided to pause for a few hours, go
home to get warm, then resume at dawn and run
until 8 a.m. We soldiered on for the final three
hours, marking each lap on a frost-covered picnic
table until our recorders showed up an hour later.
I managed 84 miles, 521 yards; Barnett and Bob
Reardean, a high school sophomore, tied with
75 miles, 1,315 yards. Sixty-six-year-old John
Hampton was fourth with 71 miles,1,100 yards.
Nine people competed.
The second (and last) Jacksonville 24-Hour Run
was held Jan. 30-31, 1982, also at Episcopal. I’d
recruited Ray Krowlewicz, an ultra-legend from
Columbia, S.C. to drive down and race. Ray did
not disappoint, running 111 miles on the thenquarter-mile track, 444 laps. I was a distant fourth
with 85.5 miles. Nine competed, including two
runners from Miami.
The fourth Palm Valley to Jacksonville 40-Mile
Run was held two weeks later, won by Skip Choate
of Gainesville in 4:47:59. Sixteen finished the race.
I ran 5:03:51, my best 40-mile time. Arlene Selber
set a women’s course record of 6:28:39.
Returning to the Bold New City of the South
in 2004 after a 14-year hiatus, I was shocked
to see how much had changed. Ultras are
being run everywhere. Chris Rodatz hosts the
Iron Horse 100-mile/100 km/ 50 mile races
annually, plus the Hellcat 50 km in Green Cove
Springs. Fernandina Beach Runners Club holds
ultramarathons at Fort Clinch State Park. Mark
Ryan spearheads the Guana Trail Ultra in St.
Johns County, ably assisted by Bob Fernee. A
55-miler over downtown’s bridges is now an
annual challenge for area ultramarathoners.
As for the old Phidippides 40? Unrunnable.
Nocatee and Julington Creek developments have
turned those formerly rural roads into 60 mph
thoroughfares, unsafe at any hour.
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Jacksonville's First Ultras
Results of the Phidippides 40 Mile Run,
Feb. 11, 1979.

17. Rodney Harris

6:40:31

1. Barry Sales (36)

4:42:56

18. Mike Boyle

6:41:56

2. Frank Jones

4:53:30

19. Terry St. John

6:46:40

3. Jay Birmingham 5:20:12
4. Rodney Smith

5:30:48

5. Robbie Crosby

5:35:02

6. Bill Longenecker 5:47:24
7. Walt Allen		

5:51:53

8. Russ Winko

5:53:50

9. Dick Benson (53) 5:57:25
10. Joe Paskoski

6:03:50

11. Bob Shimp		

6:20:45

11. Larry Larocque

6:20:45

13. Alan Simons

6:28:06

14. Ray Widdowson (18) 6:31:01
15. Roy Brinkman

6:35:01

16. Bob Reardean (16) 6:37:42

20. Mike Thompson 6:48:14
21. Glen Thomas

6:49:18

22. Fred Eicher

6:54:45

23. Moudie Master 6:56:57
24. H.D. Rowe

7:10:33

25. Leo Vogel		

7:11:26

26. John Hampton (64) 7:15:50
27. Heidi Schleifer (17) 7:34:37
27. Ron Nauret

7:34:37

29. Mitch Berkman 7:42:40
29. Bob Wid-Halm 7:42:40
31. Scott Motley

7:47:10

34 degrees at start; 62 degrees at finish.
Light north wind, clear skies.		

Upcoming Events
JTC Running’s Cross-Country Classic
The Last Gasp 5K
Low, Low Entry Fee For Members
FREE KIDS’ 1-MILE FUN RUN
Saturday, December 30, 2017
Registration & Details at JTCRunning.com
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The Biomechanics of Joggling! How the Heck does Len do that?
Jeff T. Wight, PhD
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Jacksonville University
Director, Running Biomechanics Laboratory
Member, 1st Place Sports Racing Team

How about those photos! Len Ferman is
Jacksonville’s elite “joggler” and masters champ
in the 800m. As a scientist, I am intrigued
by Len’s joggling. Extreme examples like this
can teach us important lessons about running
biomechanics. Believe it or not, Len can run
blazing 800s while joggling that are only about
10 seconds off his non-joggling PR. Also, he has
run the entire Summer Beach Run (5 miles)
without dropping a ball! Len is obviously a
gifted athlete. But, to do that, he must have
running biomechanics that are simple, efficient,
clean, etc. Len was kind enough to visit the
Running Laboratory and let me take extensive
videos of his joggling. So let’s take a deeper
look at Len’s running mechanics to see what we
can learn…
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How Len simplifies the throw:
Len’s secret is actually pretty simple: he lets his
torso “run the show”. His upper torso rotation
(axial rotation) is smooth and rhythmic. His
arms are relaxed and “along for the ride”. I
will explain how this approach dramatically
simplifies the task.
First, Len begins to rotate his upper torso back
(to the right side). The right arm is “pulled
along for the ride”—it begins to swing back.
The upper torso rotation ceases when his
mid-section becomes “fully stretched”. Then,
the arm continues to swing back a bit further
until his chest and shoulder muscles become
stretched out (like a rubber band). In the photo
below, Len’s mid-section and chest are both
“fully stretched”. His upper torso is about to
“recoil” and rotate forward.
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The Biomechanics of Joggling! How the Heck does Len do that?
When Len’s mid-section “recoils” his torso begins rotating forward. Once again, his arm is along
for the ride, so it is pulled forward by the torso. Again, Len keeps his arm very relaxed. His
forward arm swing comes to a halt with his elbow next to his side. When his elbow stops, there is
a subtle but important grand finale: his hand rises slightly. How convenient! Perfect for tossing
the ball! At this point, Len doesn’t need to use complicated throwing motions—he just needs to
open his hand and let the ball go.

The scientific jargon for this strategy is the following: proximal to distal sequencing of segments.
This means that the larger proximal segments (core) are used to move/control smaller distal
segments (arm). Athletes do this all the time. Proximal to distal strategies are critical in most
sports skills (and in endurance athletics).
Proximal control is effective because it reduces the “degrees of freedom” (more scientific jargon).
In other words, it simplifies the movement. Ultimately, Len just needs to focus on controlling his
torso rotation. He does not need to focus on controlling his shoulder motion, elbow motion, wrist
motion… That would require a complicated and perfectly timed orchestra of complex upper-body
muscle contractions!
Len has dramatically simplified this complex task. He puts remarkably little attention/focus on
his arms. He flexes his elbows to 90° and leaves them in that position. He keeps his arms very
relaxed. With his arms “out of the equation”, he has three major tasks to focus on while joggling:
1) Maintaining a rhythmic torso rotation. Rotating the torso back and forth in a rhythmic
way is pretty easy. Essentially, this is analogous to maintaining a simple bass drum beat, or a
consistent hand clap. The alternative (using complicated throwing motions to toss the ball) is
like maintaining a complicated drum beat with 4-5 different drums. It’s possible, but much more
difficult, and prone to errors (it’s that degrees of freedom thing again). If Len can maintain a
consistent torso rotation, his arm swing will follow suit. He is obviously able to do this since he
raced 5 miles without dropping a ball! Also, this approach also minimizes upper-body muscle
contractions so he can joggle without fatiguing.
2) Opening his hand to toss the ball. From the photos, it appears to be pretty easy for Len to open
his hand at the correct time. His hand naturally rises at end of his torso-driven arm swing. When
he feels his hand rising, he simply needs to open his hand. With practice, this action has clearly
become easily repeatable and subconscious for Len. It’s incredible how consistent his throws are.
3) Catching the ball. Len’s catch is equally amazing. Notice how the ball enters his hand just as
has arm begins its swing back. The timing is remarkable. Interestingly, Len actually uses the “ball
force” to help swing his arm back. When he catches the ball, it pulls his hand down and back. This
is actually quite important for his performance. The balls that he joggles with are quite heavy,
so they really do help to swing his arm back pretty far. When he visited the lab, I noticed this.
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The Biomechanics of Joggling! How the Heck does Len do that?
I asked him to joggle with light balls and sure enough he began to struggle a little bit. When he
joggled with the light balls, his arm swing was less intense, so his shoulder and chest muscles did
not stretch as far. He appeared to lose some of his “recoil”—his “rubber bands” were not snapping
with as much force. This threw off his rhythm and made it harder to repeat.

In closing, I think we can all learn from Len. He teaches us the importance of “running with the
torso” and taking advantage of the “free energy” that is generated when tissues stretch (while
running).
The Starting Line / Written by Jeff T. Wight, PhD, Ryan Sloan

Research Findings: Step Frequency and Foot Strike
(rearfoot, midfoot, forefoot)

Ryan Sloan
JU Running Laboratory
JTC Running Graduate Assistant
1st Place Sports Racing Team
Jeff T. Wight, PhD
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, Jacksonville University
Director, JU Running Laboratory
1st Place Sports Racing Team
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Research Findings: Step Frequency and Foot Strike
(rearfoot, midfoot, forefoot)

Our bodies vary a lot. We all have unique mass distribution, joint mobility, muscle and tendon
stiffness, physiology, brains, etc. Consequently, we should expect all runners to demonstrate some
unique biomechanics. Two factors that are particularly variable are cadence (step frequency) and
foot landing style (rearfoot, midfoot, forefoot). It is important to have high awareness of your step
frequency (SF) and foot landing style—both are clearly relevant to efficiency and injury. In the JU
Running Laboratory, we focus a lot of attention on these factors to help runners find their most
efficient biomechanics. In this article we share findings from two high quality research studies
that examine elite and recreational runners.
Step Frequency – A Quick Step to Better Form
The “general guideline”, as many of you know, is to try to maintain a high SF of approximately
180 (each foot takes 90 steps per minute). However, it is important to realize that runners
commonly range from 160-190. So why does SF vary so much among runners? As you know,
running legs coming in all “shapes and sizes”. We probably should not expect a runner with
“big, strong legs” to run with the same cadence as a runner with “lean, quick legs”. Similarly, we
probably should not expect a runner with “flexible” legs to run with the same cadence as a runner
with “tight” legs.
Regardless, most recreational runners tend to benefit from paying attention to their SF and trying
to maintain a SF that is on the “high end” for them. Elites distance runners tend to have lean,
quick legs. Not surprisingly, their cadence is usually very high. Padulo et al., (2012) examined
SF for 16 fast marathoners. Eight were elite (2h 17m) and 8 were outstanding amateur marathon
runners (2h 48m). The runners completed 5 progressively faster speeds on the treadmill (8.7, 9.3,
9.9, 10.5, 11mph).
So what happened to SF when the treadmill speed got cranked up?
The quick answer is: not much. That is because the elite runners always run with a high cadence.
The SF at 11mph (approaching 5 minute mile pace) was only about 5 steps per minute faster than
the “easy” paces.
So how do the elite runners increase their speed? The data reveals that they started taking much
longer steps. At the fastest speed, the step length was almost ½ meter longer than the slowest
speed. This was the case for both groups in the study. So why did the elite runners go faster?
Their step length was about 10cm farther than the recreational runners.
There are a couple general take-aways from this information:
1) Determine your SF. On your next run, count how many times your foot contacts the ground
in 1-minute. Then, double it and you have determined your SF. Become aware of how close you
are to 180. Over the next week, try a few different paces to determine how much your SF changes
with running speed.
2) Your SF should feel similar at all paces. It is just as important to maintain high SF during
recovery days and long runs as it is during hard efforts and competition. If your SF drops at easy
paces, make an adjustment. Try to maintain quick and lively feet instead of getting “lazy”. With
practice, it will become “natural”, and you will be one step closer (pun intended) to finding your
most efficient running biomechanics.
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Research Findings: Step Frequency and Foot Strike
(rearfoot, midfoot, forefoot)

Time to Heal the Heel Strike Stigma
Next is another hot topic: the heel strike. I’m sure most of us in the running world have heard
statements like, “you shouldn’t heel strike” and “landing heel first leads to an increase in injuries”,
etc. How true are these statements? Like most things in life, they are situationally accurate, but
they do not apply on a universal level.
If you were to attend a race and video foot strike patterns of all the runners, you’d see a lot of
diversity in foot landing patterns. There are 3 main patterns: rearfoot, midfoot, and forefoot (see
figure).
Hasegawa et al., (2007) filmed elite runners at the 15k mark of a half marathon race. They
acquired clear foot strike images of 283 runners. Interestingly, 74.9% of elites in this sample were
rearfoot strikers, 23.7% midfoot, and 1.4% forefoot.
If landing heel first is often considered “bad”, then why do so many elites do it?
It is important to realize this is just a “small part of the story”.
To understand a runner’s foot contact style, it is
necessary to explore the “entire story”. In the JU Running
Laboratory, we examine much more. For example, we
determine if the runner “softly” rolls onto the foot (or lands
abruptly). We also examine the leg position to determine if
the runner absorbs their weight with their leg is a “strong”
or “weak” position. We are more concerned with these
biomechanics than focusing on the exact part of the foot
that touches the ground first.
In our laboratory, we have filmed the foot contact for
about 50 of the top runners in Jax. Approximately 60%
make contact heel first. Approximately 40% land on the
“outside” of their foot (supinated). Nearly all these runners
then “softly” roll onto their foot. That appears to be what
matters most. Clearly, both methods can work. If you
examine runners in elite race you will see both patterns.
The BYU biomechanics lab has posted some great footage
of foot contact from elite races: https://biomechanics.byu.
edu/footstrikesmens5k.jpg.
The goal, for all of us, is to land softly and absorb the
weight of your body with your leg “under” your torso, not
out in front of your body. Focus on keeping your SF high
and landing “under” your body. If you do it right, it will feel
like you are “pushing” your body forward, not “pulling” it
forward.
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Winter Running is Great
Our sport of running is great this time of year now
that winter is here. I haven’t always felt this way.
It used to be that running during the winter, when
the daytime is shorter than night, discouraged me,
but I have reevaluated my position on this and have
now decided that this is a wonderful time to go
running for a bunch of different reasons.
It was another hot summer this year. Before that,
it was hot during the spring and then we had a
remarkably hot autumn this year as well. A lot of
my friends were complaining (and I was too) that
they could hardly run at all, it was so difficult. The
body’s cooling system had a hard time doing its job.
That has now changed, and I am enjoying running
every day because it’s downright comfortable to be
out exercising. The temperature is comfortable, and
running is a pleasure.
Since we live in Florida, it’s not ever that cold even
when it’s cold. If you like it cold, you can run in
the morning, but it warms up very nicely so if you
prefer to run in perfect temperatures, you can wait
until the afternoon to get in your daily exercise in
your running shoes. It’s nice enough so you can
wear your regular running clothes and maybe even
sweat a little bit, just so you’ll know you actually
ran.
Like I wrote in the first paragraph, when I used to
not like winter running, one of the main reasons
was because I had to run in the dark because the
days were so short. Now I’ve figured out that, even
though we are running in the dark, it’s fun and
festive to do so. We all have pretty, blinking lights
in multiple colors to wear so that drivers see us and
avoid us. There are very fancy lights we can buy to
hand carry or even wear on our heads to light the
way. And if you live in the city, it’s not ever that
dark because of all the streetlights and other lights
everywhere. I’ve decided it’s fun to run in the dark,
all lit up – although we must be a bit more careful
where we step since our power of vision is reduced.
This is the time of year to build your endurance
base. You can’t do that in the summer as it’s almost
too hot to even make it through short runs but now
the running is way more comfortable so adding
miles to your training week is very doable. This can

make you more durable as a runner and you’ll be
able to get more fit. You’ll run faster at the races
and impress others in your training group with
enhanced stamina.
Let’s not forget about the way running can help
us control our weight during the winter when we
have a bunch of holidays and celebrations featuring
big dinners with lots of desserts. And drinking.
And snacks. It’s important to use enhanced calorie
expenditure to counter all those calories we are
taking in. We all know that running burns a lot
of calories compared to other activities and since
we are trying add miles anyway, to increase our
endurance base, it’s delightful that the same activity
helps us with weight control.
I like the way that I get to wear other clothes when
I run in winter. Finally, I get to put on that long
sleeve shirt I got at a race last year or the year
before. I can’t wear them any other time because
it’s too hot but in the winter, I can. Sometimes I
even get to wear a sweatshirt before the run and
it feels good afterward. If it’s cold enough, I have
gloves and tights that practically never get out of
the drawer.
It’s an interesting challenge packing my bag for
a run the next day. The rest of the year, a little
bag can hold my running costume consisting of
lightweight shorts, a tech shirt, two socks and an
athletic supporter. Plus shoes. But this time of year,
I need a much bigger bag because I pack everything
I might possibly need to run comfortably, in
addition to the usual stuff. This includes pants,
multiple shirts both long and short sleeve of
different thicknesses and a bunch of lights. The
running bag weighs twenty pounds (additional
exercise carrying it) but I’ve got a lot of variety in
there.
This year, I’m particularly enjoying running in the
winter since I made the wise decision to change
my attitude about it. Running’s not stale, it’s
fresh. Running’s not hard, the miles come easy.
Running’s fun, not the same ol’, same ol’. I hope
I get to see you out on the run and that you’re
enjoying the season as well. We can run and laugh
together, all the way to the finish line.
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. Contact: Stef at stefgriff@aol.com or 268-1503
Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles. Contact: Linda White
(C) 662-4928 whitelindab@bellsouth.net

Wednesday 6:30 pm, San Marco: 1st Place Sports/
Aardwolf Brewery, 4 miles, includes bridges. Contact:
399-8880
Thursday 6:00 pm, Town Center Mall: 1st Place
Sports, 3-6 miles. Contact: 620-9991

Sunday 6:30 am, Orange Park: IHOP, Blanding Bl.
6-20 miles. Contact: John 264-8024
john powers@floridapowertrain.com

*NEW* Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion
Brewery, 3-4 miles.
Contact: Bill Dunn, wmdunn222@gmail.com

Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run: visit
Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook

Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles. Contact: Stef at stefgriff@aol.com or
268-1503

Monday 5:00 pm, Bridges Run: River City Brewing Co.
2-6 miles. Acosta & Main St. Bridges.
Contact: Bill Krause billkrause615@gmail.com
904-860-9189

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions
The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

Tuesday 5:45 am, San Marco: Southside Methodist
Church 5-6 miles. 7-8:30 pace, Contact: JC Pinto
655-1044
Tuesday 6:00 pm, Baymeadows: 1st Place Sports,
Baymeadows Rd. 3-6 miles. All abilities, 731-3676
Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members) Contact:
JC Pinto, 655-1044
Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Wednesday 6:30 pm, Jax Beach: 1st Place Sports
various runs designed to improve your running.
Contact: Simon 270-2221
Visit JTCRunning.com for more information.

